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Abstract— The scheduler is a vital part of the operating system software required to manage the tasks to assign
processor time or allocate an critical resource. In this research paper, the distinguishing problems with existing Multi
Level Feedback Queue (MLFQ) scheduling algorithm are discussed. This is taken as a milestone to develop a New
Multi Level Feedback Queue (MLFQ). The relationships of job sets, record of tasks and queues are illustrated along
with synchronization through semaphore. The algorithm of NMLFQ scheduler involving respective steps is debated
along with pseudo-code. The approximate sort of object oriented code is also described with comments to justify the
algorithm.
Keywords— NMLFQ, scheduler, process, queue, deadline, preemption, priority, Multi Level, semaphore and object
oriented code.
I.
INTRODUCTION
A scheduler is a portion of an operating system component. The objective of the scheduler is to optimize system
performance corresponding to the principles set by the experts. It pertains to a set of policies and mechanisms, put
together into the operating system, which decides the order in which work to be performed by computer system. In a
multitasking system, several processes are kept and managed in main memory. A running program in a memory is known
as process. In other words, every process along with its linked data is defined by the shared portion of memory or block
of memory (Sinnen O and Sousa L. [27]). The contents of general purpose registers are used by the arithmetic logic unit
(ALU) to execute. The control unit (CU) is used to update results. In this way Central Processing Unit (CPU) plays an
important role to invoke a process. Several input / output (I/O) devices may be linked with the execution of every single
process[1][33][54].
The CPU will normally be executing one process at a time. It will switch to a new process only when the high priority
process interrupts. The previous process will be blocked or waits for an event to happen from scheduler in order to start
later. Henceforth the processer is kept always busy executing several processes in time shared mode. This discussion
concisely introduces the fundamental concept of scheduling through multiprogramming (Zhi Quan and Jong-Moon
Chang [28]).
The scheduler is a vital part of the operating system software required to manage the tasks to assign processor time or
allocate resource (Kruk L. et al. [29]). It usually attempts for minimizing response time, maximizing system throughput
and ensuring fairness amongst the running processes in the system (Jean-François Hermant and Gérard Le Lann. [30]).
II.
REVIEW OF MULTI LEVEL FEEDBACK QUEUE SCHEDULER
It preserves several queues, using lower numbered queues staying at top position, consuming maximum priority
(Tanenbaum [14]). The scheduler transfers the process to alternative next lower level queue if a process already has
utilized a certain quanta in its queue. Indeed it uses Round Robin policy inside every queue to choose a process of the
maximum priority. Interactive processes have high priority over longer ones, because long processes are transferred to
lower priority queues. Normally it provides additional quantum time to lower priority queues.
In Multi Level Feedback Queue Scheduler, it is not clear about allocation of primary static priorities, the number of
priority levels, fine-tuning or scaling of priorities at random time dynamically and decision to specify time quantum for
every queue. MLFQ ignores the I/O bound processes, identification of foreground processes along with background
processes, isolation of processes and ascertaining appropriate scheduling algorithm for every queue.
Allocation of primary static priorities, scaling or changing of priorities is not properly managed in MLFQ. Fixing of
quantum time or time slice fine tuning to boost high priority job is not supported. Input output related urgent tasks are
ignored in Multi Level Feedback Queue.
In MLFQ and other general operating system scheduler, it is not necessary to know the burst time of a task beforehead. In our proposed NMLFQ, the scheduler is to be targeted for real time scenario. The concept of dynamic change of
priority as well as change in quantum time must be employed. As the quantum time is raised for each next level of queue,
the total burst time decreases and hence process completes early.
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III.
DISTINGUISHING PROBLEMS OF MLFQ
The distinguishing problems with existing multi-level feedback queue (MLFQ) scheduling algorithm are,
 The quantity of priority levels of queues.
 Discovering appropriate scheduling algorithm for every queue.
 Allocating time quantum for every queue.
 Allocating primary static priorities.
 Fine-tuning or scaling of priorities at random time dynamically.
 Supporting I/O bound processes.
 Separation and identification of foreground processes and background processes.
The analysis of several scheduling algorithms is carried out by means of implementation, simulation and elementary
algorithmic analysis approaches. A scheduling algorithm to be designed forms an important constituent of the kernel’s
process [2][7][13][36][48].
After studying policy mechanisms of different available schedulers, a New Multilevel Feedback Queue (NMLFQ)
scheduling algorithm is proposed. NMLFQ includes all necessary modules to compete as a real time scheduler applied in
embedded system domain [3][19][35].
The MLFQ principle of operation is used in NMLFQ scheduling algorithm in such a way that the response time is
reduced and the functionality of the scheduling is improved [5][11][37][46]. The maximum number of queue and the
quantum burst time for each queue are found using dynamic method. In NMLFQ scheduling, the operating system can
modify the number of queues and the quantum of each queue according to the getable processes, deadline and as well as
urgency consideration of the process (Garcia P. et al. [31]).
IV.
RELATIONSHIPS OF JOB SETS, RECORD OF TASKS AND QUEUES
The relationships of job sets, record of tasks and queues are illustrated in fig. 1. The job sets are declared for multiple
processes. Several records are maintained. Task and task queue record are utilized for process information and allocation
of resources including queues. The input output record is utilized for task specification and synchronization. The
synchronization amongst them is achieved using semaphores. The critical region locking is maintained by mutual
exclusion. Execution of processes and reordering of it is prepared in a number of queues. All queue related information is
maintained using task queue record consisting of queue data, task sequencing, remaining quanta and process migrations
[22][26][38].
A semaphore is a variable or abstract data type. This offers a simple generalization for controlling access for multiple
processes to a common shared resource. The processes may compete for CPU time to lock the resource in a parallel
programming environment [15][19][41]. A semaphore can be used as a record of count. This count exactly gives the
number of times a particular resource to be utilized. The process if necessary made to wait until a unit of the resource
becomes available. Thus, semaphores become a helpful tool in the avoidance of race conditions amongst processes
competing for resource allocation. Nevertheless, the use of semaphore cannot guarantee the process scheduling is free
from these problems of race condition [14][20][40]. Usually semaphores used for subjective resource count are known as
counting semaphores. Semaphores utilized with values 0 and 1 are called binary semaphores.
The New Multi-Level Feedback Queue scheduler using the concept of multiple waiting queues have been designed
where each of the ready processes wait for the CPU cycle [6][12][18][24]. The problem of providing precise allocation in
scheduling of tasks mostly relies on some strict assumptions like full pre-emptibility of tasks, pre-emptive strategies,
scheduling policies, etc (Abdelzaher T. F et al. [32]). Implementing an accurate timing mechanism in the active kernel
enables such CPU scheduling strategies; hence improving the accuracy of scheduling tasks by making more realistic
assumptions. Context switching is an anticipated characteristic of CPU scheduler; however too much context switching
inserts undesirable dispatch latency to increase overheads of scheduler [4][16][27][39].
The algorithm of NMLFQ scheduler contains many issues. The salient steps basically involve the following steps.
 NMLFQ considers “Priority” as an important factor to be considered, while developing scheduling policies for real
time systems. Here multiple waiting queue are considered, where each of the ready processes wait for the CPU
cycle. The processes flow through each of the queues depending on their priority levels i.e. 0-50 high priority, 51-99
medium priority and 100-150 low priority (Lauzac S and Melhem R. [33]). The confirmation of completion of the
quantum and burst time of process is illustrated in figure 3.1.2.
 With every process submitted to the system, CPU scheduling algorithm receives three major factors called Priority,
Burst time and arrival time. Generally, when assigning the importance, priority fetches more importance followed by
burst time and finally the arrival time (Brebner G and Diessel O. [34]).
 Processes are categorically linked with many components. These components are dynamic priority, burst or quantum
time and arrival time. Significantly the same components will be used to decide the ordering of processes to be
invoked, when they are available in ready queue. These components are used to sort the runnable processes to certain
extent. This will indirectly help the scheduler to choose the prominent process to get execute. Primarily these three
components used to constitute a decider component. The below equation governs this relation;
DECIDER = dynamic priority && burst or quantum time && arrival time
 (1)
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Depending on the value of DECIDER, evaluated for each processes from above equation, the submitted processes are
prearranged in the ready queue. This DECIDER influences, to decrease waiting time, turnaround time, response time and
number of context switches. This DECIDER also influences, to rise CPU utilization time. The dynamic priority value
changes depending upon load, urgency, associativity and dependency of processes. This priority may be high (0 to 50),
low (100 to 150) or medium level (51 to 99). The two vital criteria’s to elect for, early runnable processes are higher
priority and smaller burst time. The burst time and initial arrival time are added to find a value. This value must be a
minimum to elect the process to get executed next. Along with this value the priority of the process is checked. If it is
high priority process, the minimum count process is recommended for execution. In this way the processes are arranged
in ascending order for execution. When this value is same for two or more processes, then the order of FCFS is used to
choose the process.
Example 1):
priority = 49 (high priority process, range 0 to 50)
burst time = 240 msec.
arrival time = 20 msec.
f = priority + burst time + arrival time
f = 49 + 240 + 20 = 309.
The value of form factor is 309; it is restored in lookup table along with the history of the process.
Example 2):
priority = 98 (medium priority process, range 51 to 99)
burst time = 190 msec.
arrival time = 40 msec.
f = priority + burst time + arrival time
f = 98 + 190 + 40 = 328.
The value of form factor is 328; it is also updated in lookup table.
Example 3):
priority = 145 (low priority process, range 100 to 150)
burst time = 320 msec.
arrival time = 10 msec.
f = priority + burst time + arrival time
f = 145 + 320 + 10 = 475.
The value of form factor is 475; these updated values are used along with deadline and urgency of the process to reorder
the processes of execution.
 The initial values of form factor provide total weight of the count as 309, 328 and 475. The intention here is to check
for the completion time of the process. The processes arrive at different times as 20, 40 or 10. Apart from these
three factors an additional factor is quantum time, which is the time slice at which CPU executes each process. This
quantum time is fixed as for example 10. This quantum time can be varied depending on the number processes
arrives and the load on the CPU. The priority value can be set between 0 and 150, to distinguish as low, medium and
high priority processes. The burst time decreases, as each of the process is completed with multiple queues with
quantum value as 10.
The brief pseudo-code of algorithm of NMLFQ scheduler involves the following steps.
METHOD BEGIN public void dynamicQueueing(int numberOfProcesses)
MONITOR
int totalQueues = numberOfProcesses/10;
ArrayList<Process> dynQueue = null;
OUTER FOR BEGIN (int i=0;i<totalQueues;i++)
dynQueue = new ArrayList<Process>();
INNER FOR BEGIN (int j=0;j<totalQueues;j++)
dynQueue.add(Runtime.getRuntime().exec("ps -ef"));
INNER FOR END
pQueue.put(i, dynQueue);
OUTER FOR END
MONITOR END
CATCH BEGIN (Exception ex)
ex.printStackTrace();
CATCH END
METHOD END
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Fig. 1 Basic model involving job sets, task record, queue record and synchronization
/* Creating dynamic queues based on number of processes. Here we are assigning the time quantum to each every
dynamic queues which are created [8][43]. */
METHOD BEGIN public void dynamicQBasedOnPriority(int numberOfProcesses)
MONITOR BEGIN
int totalQueues = numberOfProcesses/10;
ArrayList<Process> dynQueue = null;
int dynamicQuantum=0;
OUTER FOR BEGIN (int i=0;i<totalQueues;i++)
dynQueue = new ArrayList<Process>();
INNER FOR BEGIN (int j=0;j<totalQueues;j++)
dynQueue.add(Runtime.getRuntime().exec("ps -ef"));
INNER FOR END
dynamicQuantum =dynamicQuantum+10;
pQueue.put(i*dynamicQuantum, dynQueue);
OUTER FOR END
MONITOR END
CATCH BEGIN (Exception ex)
ex.printStackTrace();
CATCH END
METHOD END
© 2014, IJARCSSE All Rights Reserved
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New Multi Level Feedback Queue Scheduler is developed initially using C, then Embedded C and later using object
orientation approach of C++ and JAVA. The description of NMLFQ scheduling algorithm, in terms of false code
[pseudo-code] is presented here. It is ambitious to represent all of the details. The brief version of it is explained in this
research paper. The object oriented way of pseudo-code [9][42], which is almost similar to actual code, is enlightened in
the following section.
V.
PSEUDO-CODE FORM OF NMLFQ OBJECT ORIENTED CODE
The object oriented way of pseudo-code with comments is provided for the ease of understanding of NMLFQ
algorithm.
public class NMLFQ {
ArrayList<Process> readyQueue =new ArrayList();
Hashtable<Integer, ArrayList> pQueue = new Hashtable<Integer, ArrayList>();
public Process p=null;
public Process removedProcess=null;
public NMLFQ(){
// initially loading queue with quite a few number of processes.
try{
// for simplicity, here we consider 3 queues.
for(int j=1;j<=3;j++){
for(int i=1;i<=5;i++){
// Creation of process.
p=Runtime.getRuntime().exec("ps -ef");
insertIntoMLQ(p);
}
pQueue.put(j,readyQueue);
readyQueue =null;
}
}catch(Exception ex){
ex.printStackTrace();
}
}
public NMLFQ(int i){
try{
// removing the requested number of processes from queue.
removedProcess=removeAtFrontEnd(i);
if(removedProcess != null){
System.out.println("process is removed from queue");
}else{
System.out.println("process to be removed from the queue is null");
}
}catch(Exception ex){
ex.printStackTrace();
}
}
/* The following method add the process to the ready-Queue based on priority of the queues. The addition operation
will be done as in the case similar to First Come First Serve [44]. */
public void addAtFront(int priority, Process temp){
ArrayList procQ = pQueue.get(priority);
procQ.add(temp);
}
/* The following method will insert some processes initially into queue along with ready-Queue.
public void insertIntoMLQ(Process process){
//Adding process at the end of the Queue
if(process != null){
readyQueue.add(process);
System.out.println("process is added into Queue");
}else{
System.out.println("process is null");
© 2014, IJARCSSE All Rights Reserved
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}
}
/* The following method removes the process from the queue. */
public Process removeAtFrontEnd(int queueId){
// using the specified index, removing the process from ready-Queue and pQueue.
ArrayList tempArr = pQueue.get(queueId);
return((Process)tempArr.remove(0));
}
/* Creating dynamic queues based on number of processes. Here we are dividing the number of processes by 10 to
create the queues. */
public void dynamicQueueing(int numberOfProcesses){
try{
int totalQueues = numberOfProcesses/10;
ArrayList<Process> dynQueue = null;
for(int i=0;i<totalQueues;i++){
dynQueue = new ArrayList<Process>();
for(int j=0;j<totalQueues;j++){
dynQueue.add(Runtime.getRuntime().exec("ps -ef"));
}
pQueue.put(i, dynQueue);
}
}catch(Exception ex){
ex.printStackTrace();
}
}
/* Creation of dynamic queues depending upon number of processes. Here we are assigning the time quantum to each
every dynamic queue which is created [10][16][52]. */
public void dynamicQBasedOnPriority(int numberOfProcesses){
try{
int totalQueues = numberOfProcesses/10;
ArrayList<Process> dynQueue = null;
int dynamicQuantum=0;
for(int i=0;i<totalQueues;i++){
dynQueue = new ArrayList<Process>();
for(int j=0;j<totalQueues;j++){
dynQueue.add(Runtime.getRuntime().exec("ps -ef"));
}
dynamicQuantum =dynamicQuantum+10;
pQueue.put(i*dynamicQuantum, dynQueue);
}
}catch(Exception ex){
ex.printStackTrace();
}
}
/* The processes inside the queue are sorted in a descending order of priority. Now when any I/O bound process
arrives, increase the priority of the same and allow it for execution [17][21][23][45]. */
public void processing(){
try{
int i=10;
while(!pQueue.isEmpty()){
if(true){
// if process is I/O bound then allow it to get execute.
}
executingProcessQueue(pQueue.get(i--));
if(true){
// encountered beginning of the next process so it’s coming out.
return;
}
}
© 2014, IJARCSSE All Rights Reserved
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}catch(Exception ex){
ex.printStackTrace();
}
}
/* Now actual execution starts. */
public void executingProcessQueue(ArrayList process){
// actual Execution happens.
System.out.println("Execution started...");
}
/* Here scheduler decides which process to execute and when exactly it should get executed. The priority of the
process gets increased depending on the instances of dynamicity, aging or urgency using nice concept of prioritization
[25][49][53]. */
public void upgradeProcess(){
// increase the priority.
// selection of the queue.
// allow the queue for execution.
}
public void demoteProcess(){
//Select the queue
//decrese priority
}
/* Here, we are creating pQueue as a placeholder for processes, along with the priorities of processes, which are ready
to execute. Though it is NMLFQ, here we are using HashTable for storing priority and processes queue. The addition of
processes will be done as in the case similar to First Come First Serve. */
public static void main(String[] args) {
try{
// TODO Auto-generated method stub.
// creation of the queue.
new NMLFQ();
// removal of processes from queue.
new NMLFQ(2);
// adding processes to the queues depending upon their priority.
new NMLFQ().addAtFront(2,Runtime.getRuntime().exec("ps -ef"));
// creation of dynamic queue based on number of processes.
new NMLFQ().dynamicQueueing(100);
// creation of dynamic queue based on number of processes and quantum, which changes depending on
priority.
new NMLFQ().dynamicQBasedOnPriority(100);
// fetching the default queue, from the pool of queues based on their descending order of priority.
new NMLFQ().upgradeProcess();
new NMLFQ().demoteProcess();
while(true){
new NMLFQ().processing();
Thread.currentThread().sleep(2000);
}
}catch(Exception ex){
ex.printStackTrace();
}
}
}
In the NMLFQ scheduler, Queues will be created at runtime dynamically and thus number of queues varies depending
on the priority and the number of processes that are available. Dynamic quantum will be different for different queues
based on their priority. All the processes within a queue will have the same priority and thus get the same quantum of
time for execution.
At the base level queue, processes are distributed in round robin fashion until they are complete and lastly leave the
system. In NMLFQ before pushing a process down to a lower level queue, it is given only one chance to complete at a
given queue level. Preempting the processes exceeding its quantum time and pushing back to one of its several priority
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queues implies that kernel allocates the CPU for a specific quantum time only. A process before completion has to flow
through several iterations through the feedback loop by executing at specific time quantum’s [22][28][50].
If a job is interrupted for any reason it joins the end of the queue. The process must go to wait state and hence it has to
give option for other processes to run. The interruption is because of preemption, occurring of event, scarcity of resource
etc. Preemption of high priority job is usual. Occurring of event is for any exceptional cases or erroneous instances
[9][47]. Scarcity of resource is due lack of resources and also due to need of particular resource, which is already locked
by earlier process. The high priority queues acquires greater CPU cycles compared to lower priority ones [24][51]. In
order to minimize the potentiality of a very high priority process being not executed for long time in the queue, the
scheduler employs round robin scheduling scheme in the queues. This definitely helps in avoiding starvation.
VI.
CONCLUSIONS
In this research paper, we have discussed the issues related to problems of MLFQ. In Multi Level Feedback Queue
Scheduler, It is not clear about allocation of primary static priorities, the number of priority levels, fine-tuning or scaling
of priorities at random time dynamically and decision to specify time quantum for every queue. MLFQ ignores the I/O
bound processes, identification of foreground processes along with background processes, isolation of processes and
ascertaining appropriate scheduling algorithm for every queue.
Some of the features of NMLFQ are discussed. CPU Scheduling is a wide active subject of research. Here many
developers and programmers make use to design effective scheduling algorithms for CPU processes, in order to obtain
output in competent method.
A New MLFQ scheduler using the concept of multiple queuing mechanisms has been designed. Simpler design
strategy would be to provide preference for shorter jobs and I/O bound processes. Rapidly capturing the nature of a
process and scheduling the process consequently. This scheduler also considers the important parameters viz. preemption,
priority, quantum time, deadline, CPU history and urgency of process. These factors are considered while designing
scheduling policy for soft and hard real time systems.
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